BEST NEW FOOD AND BEVERAGE FULL-SERVICE CONCEPT
1300 on Fillmore, San Francisco International Airport
1300 on Fillmore is an authentic cultural, culinary and visual creation centered on inventive Low Country Cuisine cooking and the celebration of African American music, especially that of the Harlem Renaissance of the West in mid-century San Francisco—an area that became known as The Fillmore Jazz District.

Designed to authentically replicate the Fillmore District location, 1300’s elegant, full-service design features a unique story wall composed with historic photos of famous local Jazz musicians and the cultural history of the Fillmore.
Hear it from THE SOURCE

Named in, Michelin Guides’ list of “The Best Airport Restaurants Around the World,” January 2019

“We ate at this restaurant in the SFO airport. The food was great, I had the fried chicken salad which was amazing. The wine was top notch and our server was amazing. Great way to spend our connection time before an overnight flight.”

“Chef-owner David Lawrence blends classic techniques with soul food favorites to create dishes that feel as timeless as the interior. So while the area may be in transition, Lawrence continues to be an anchor, offering one of the few places in the Bay Area to get such finely crafted Southern inspired food.”
The LAYOUT

1300 ON FILLMORE
Facts + FIGURES

- $5.5 million in annual revenue
- 2,285 square feet
- $2,407/square foot